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Introduction
Our process book describes the ten-week journey of designing for 
user behaviors towards sustainability. The project was completed by 
a multi-disciplinary team and supported by the class members and 
professor Scott Boylston. The goal of the project was to learn and 
apply principles and methods to design for sustainability through 
user-behavior. To implement these changes we looked into existing 
practices with products, services and environments. 

Our deliverables were guided by the need to develop sustainable 
awareness and educate users through intuitive experiences 
embedded in the products and services they interact with on daily 
basis. In order to develop sustainability strategies that could be 
applied, we studied business models and how they are addressed 
through the sustainable lens, how existing practices range in the 
sustainability scale, how they are analyzed and can be improved. 

The team looked into social and economics studies regarding 
market trends with technology, purchasing behavior and demand for 
sustainability from their brands. This enabled us to understand that 
to design behavior change we needed to be guided by user-needs 
manifested as market-demand. By tackling a demand in the market, 
the final design proposed would not only be attractive for users and 
sustainability advocates, but also to company stakeholders looking to 
increase their profits and competency. 
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Rooting the project in an understanding 
of business practices and how to 
communicate sustainability strategies - 
the project started with secondary 
research. First, the team scoped a problem 
around an industry, a perceived problem 
in the world in which we could create 
possible impact. 

The conversation ranged from apparel, 
diapers, transportation and brewing. 
Due to the environmental impact that 
the apparel industry currently holds, we 
decided to focus on clothes. The research 
phase encompassed industry research 
where we looked into existing practices.  

Then we followed up with user-research 
to identify how our target behaved with  
clothing and what areas of opportunity 
we could design for. 

RE SEARCH
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This was the first step of research. The team got acquainted 
with a type of market within the fashion industry. We were 
looking specifically at brands targeting women between 
the ages of 20 - 40. We selected this target because of the 
presence that women apparel has in the media, advertising, 
and the public-eye. 

We researched brands with different styles, mainly located 
within the United States. To understand their relationships we 
evaluated their position based on price and quality, glancing 
at how they are competing in the market. Fast-fashion has 
increased the environmental and social impact of the industry. 

INDUSTRY
RESEARCH

Established Brands
Then, the team took a closer look at brands that are considered 
mainstream and range from affordable to higher priced. We did not 
include high-fashion lines in this research. 

Through secondary research we identified that the success of these 
brands is determined by their fast-fashion approach. However, we 
noticed that it is this same practice which makes them the most 
unsustainable in terms of manufacturing, distribution and end -of-life. 
This is why the team decided to pursue fashion as a challenge to create 
more sustainable user behaviors. 
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Did you know....
In the United States people 
throw away over 14 million tons 
of textiles a year.
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Proactive Strategies
Despite the negative impacts of the industry, change drivers 
are present and emerging as young, innovative appealing 
brands and retailers. The team studied how business models are 
categorized based on their strategic approach and performance 
towards the triple bottom line - people, planet, and profit.  

Companies are said to be ranked from non-compliance into 
reactive or proactive in terms of sustainability. Reactive practices 
will be sustainable to the extent of complying with regulations 

and public pressure. Proactive companies, however go beyond 
compliance. They are innovation drivers, breaking ground 
through Eco-efficiency, dealing with regulatory threats, 
managing risks and establishing sustainable grounds by talking 
business opportunities. 

At this point of the process the team researched proactive 
apparel brands to observe what the industry is currently doing 
and how it is driving user behavior and sustainable change. 
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Sustainable brands
Proactive strategies encompass both integrated 
and purpose driven approaches. This refers 
to how companies deal with sustainability 
through their business model and strategy. 
Integrated strategies are usually portrayed by 
companies that have been around longer and 
are integrating sustainability into the core of 
their business. These practices may not have 
started with a focus towards sustainability. An 
example of this is the denim brand Levis, 
which has in recent years enhanced its efforts 
and sustainable strategies. 

Purpose driven strategies are exemplified by 
businesses that are rooted on sustainable efforts 
and change. Sustainability is one of the core 
values of a purpose driven business. An example 
of this is denim brand 
Re/Done, based off the idea of repurposing of 
old Levi’s to create unique, handcrafted denim. 

Analyzing research into established brands 
and proactive strategies we were able to identify 
that although market shares differ, there are 
alternatives to the fast-fashion approach. 
More importantly, this research revealed a 
growing market trend towards locally produced, 
sourced apparel. 

Eco-fashion as a trend is an area of opportunity 
for us to deliver a design solution. 
To continue the research phase we had to select 
a purpose driven and an integrated business.
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Reformation is a Eco-conscious fashion label with 
sustainable practices and products implemented 
throughout the supply chain. They leverage on 
e-commerce sales and popularity in media, carrying 
limited-edition collections at different price-points.

The company was founded by Yael Aflalo in Los 
Angeles in the year 2009.  The business that features 
limited-edition collections based on high-quality 
materials and in-house control of production.

This allows the company to release designs that 
reflect the latest fashion trends within a few weeks. 
By cutting out the middleman and selling in their 
own boutiques and online store, Reformation is 
able to control costs and pass these savings to 
customers.

Reformation also sources vintage garments and 
sustainable fabrics and incorporates green practices 
throughout its supply chain to make beautiful styles 
at a fraction of the environmental impact generated 
by most fashion brands.
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Purpose 
driven
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AUDIO analysis
Challenge

Climate Change

Energy

Water

Biodiversity

Chemicals/Toxins

Air Pollution

Waste 
Management

Ozone Layer

Oceans

Deforestation

Social 
Responsibility

ASPECTS

High-in house production. 
Controlled distribution.

Fabrics: Tencel, Viscose, 
deadstock and vintage.

No third party retailers. 
Accessibility to niche high-
cost products.

Expanding into new markets and 
produce fabrics in the USA.

Stores/studios in the UK 
use wind energy.

Transportation for raw 
materials (old clothes etc.)

Educates customers on 
how to wash clothes.

Energy in transportation of 
repurposed textiles .

Source and produce in USA.

Educated on proper wash-
ing techniques.

Fabrics take little water to 
produce.

Environment footprint re-
port and consumer ed.

Production and sourcing 
of materials.

Create water collection systems.

Their office, store and 
factory all in one building.

Fabric sourced from 
eucalyptus. Repurposed 
fabrics unidentified.

Costumers can send fabrics 
to the company to be 
reused as garments. 

Relies on Eucalyptus trees 
for certain fabrics.

Develop new sustainable fabrics.

Use sustainable sources 
and fabrics with minimal 
toxins and dyes.

Source from sustainable 
companies, develop long-
term relationships.

More control over disposal 
Little control of source 
behavior, not mainstream, 
hard to get.

Become an expert on chemical 
cycles and a trendsetter for new 
processes.

Very low transportation 
and costs (small footprint 
stores).

Energy use of 
transporting used fabrics 
and online sales. 

Distribution by air for 
materials abroad. Carbon 
neutral shipping programs.

Increased costs and 
emissions come with 
expanded business. 

Find new distribution channels 
that pollute less.

Send used clothes back to 
Reformation.

Buys garbage clothing to 
manufacture garments.

EOL recycling service 
implemented. 

Customer may not actively 
give old clothes.  

Waste collection facilities, instead 
of users shipping clothes. 

Most ODs are banned and 
not commonly used.

Most ODs are banned and 
not commonly used.

N/A
Harmful substances have 
been banned. N/A

Education on washing and 
little waste created.

Eucalyptus trees rely on 
freshwater not ocean water.

Minimal toxic chemical 
usage (water pollutants).

Relying on freshwater. Potentially revamp their 
transportation infrastructure.

Use ‘dead’ trees and 
fast-growing eucalyptus.

Eucalyptus trees usage.
Plant more than they 
can collect.

Habitat less for fast 
growing eucalyptus trees.

Innovate how to repurpose a 
wider variety of fabrics. 

Use of Fair Trade. Ethical sourcing of labor.
Discarded clothing of
high value.

Prohibitive price points for 
low income brackets.

Lower price points.

UPSTREAM DOWNSTREAM ISSUES OPPORTUNITIES
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ISABELLA REBECCA

Isabella is a 23 year-old model. She lives between 
New York and LA. She discovered Reformation 
through her friends and loves their clean lines and 
trendy outfits. Because of her celebrity status she is 
a trend setter. By wearing Reformation she has built 
a relationship with the brand, as she is perceived as 
a way to gain attention of a broader audience. 

She has recently gained an appreciation for 
sustainability, as it is becoming expected of her 
from her fans. Promoting Eco-fasion makes her feel 
like she is making a positive contribution to society. 
When shopping at Reformation she prefers the 
“Don’t Call Me Cute” line.

Rebecca is a 25 year old environmental-science 
graduate living in Boston. She is a devoted yoga 
enthusiast and spends her free time working out and 
running. Rebecca found Reformation online while 
trying to get alternatives to purchase new clothes 
for upcoming spring. 

She comes from an upper middle-class background 
and can occasionally afford Reformation’s price 
points. Due to her background in environmental 
science, she has a deep seated interest in 
sustainability and carries those principles into her 
purchasing decisions. She prefers the Obvious line 
from Reformation. 

Target customers:
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Stella McCartney started her eponymous label in 
2001 when she teamed up with Gucci Group to 
develop a new global luxury brand. Stella is the 
daughter of Paul and Linda McCartney and has 
a background rooted in high-end fashion. She 
graduated from Central Saint Martins in 1995 and 
went on to follow Karl Lagerfeld as creative director 
for Paris fashion house Chloe. 

Stella McCartney maintains 40 operational stores 
around the world. Her collections are distributed 
through a network of storefronts and specialty 
shops in 70 countries and are available online in 
over 100 countries.

Stella is a committed animal rights activist. All of the 
clothing in the Stella McCartney brand is vegetarian, 
fur free, and leather free. Plastic, raffia and vinyl 
replace leather in several pieces. The brand includes 
ready to wear women’s apparel, accessories, 
eyewear, lingerie, and fragrances. 
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integrated
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AUDIO analysis
Challenge

Climate Change

Energy

Water

Biodiversity

Chemicals/Toxins

Air Pollution

Waste 
Management

Ozone Layer

Oceans

Deforestation

Social 
Responsibility

ASPECTS

Lack of information.
“Greenwashing“?

Source vegetarian 
materials.

Material offcuts. No end of 
life strategies.

Lack of transparency from 
Kering/PPR Luxury group.

Increase transparency 
for consumers to know 
practices.

Stores/studios in the UK 
use wind energy.

Lack of transparency.
Reneweable and reusable 
energy. LED lights in store.

Information available only 
for HQ and studios.

Go over 45% use of 
renewable energy 
for operations.

Water efficient in organic 
cotton used.

Efficiency for organic 
cotton.

Lack of support/
transparency.

Dyes have been observed 
to pollute rivers in China.

Implement audits/control 
for suppliers.

Vegetarian clothes.
No animal testing. 
Vegetarian products.

Fake leather products may 
be made of unsustainable
 materials.

Faux leather. Cannot sell 
fragrances in China (they 
require animal testing)

Fake leather and fur. 
Partnership with Wild Life 
Friendly Enterprise Network. 

Organic cotton used as 
much as possible.

They use Viscose and 
cellulose fabric for some 
garments.

Lack of information 
available online. 

Less than 50% is 
sustainable. High use of 
dyes and textiles.

Develop a material lab for 
the PR group.

For stores, when possible 
they buy local furniture.

Energy costs and emissions 
of shipping to over 100 
countries. 

Lack of information 
available online. 

Ship online to over 
100 countries.

Find more efficient methods 
of transportation that arenot 
relying on unsustainable fuel.

Recycling is key focus for 
the company.

Use recycled/repurposed 
materials.

In-house recycling facilities, 
and long-life products. 

Number of times clothes 
can be worn.

Implement EOL programs to 
gather old clothing.

Harmful substances have 
been banned. 

Harmful substances have 
been banned. 

N/A
Harmful substances have 
been banned. N/A

Lack of information 
available online. 

Shipping by sea transport? 
Lack of transparency.

Lack of information 
available online. 

Chance of dyes 
contamination (China). 

Alternative to transportation 
and production in Europe.

Lack of information 
available online. 

Cellulose fabric used could 
lead to destroying forests.

Lack of information 
available online. 

Relying on cellulose that 
comes from trees.

Ensure cellulose fabrics are 
not creating deforestation.

Vegetarian and leather 
free production.

Potentially unfair working
conditions manufacturing.

Disposal of high priced
clothing.

High-price points are not 
accessible to large public.

Donation of used clothing.

UPSTREAM DOWNSTREAM ISSUES OPPORTUNITIES
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NIC VICTORIA

Target customers:

Nic is a 21 year old undergraduate marketing 
student. She is currently completing her semester 
abroad in Spain. Nic is very interested in style tends 
and how they shape popular taste. This is why she 
got into marketing. 

Nic grew up with a strong environmental 
consciousness since her parents always incentiviced 
this type of behavior.  She is a vegetarian and makes 
an effort to buy local goods. This is why Stella 
McCartney is a go-to brand for her. Specially the 
sports wear designed in collaboration with Adidas. 

Victoria is 50 year old an interior designer living in 
London, UK. Victoria tries to remain sustainable 
conscious both in her personal life and her work. She 
has a basic understanding of what it means to be 
sustainable on a day-to-day basis. For her projects 
she teams up with experts.

Victoria has been a loyal Stella McCartney customer 
since her earlier professional years. She tends to get 
new items each year. Handbags and coats - are her 
favorite, especially in bright colors. 
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After Industry research we needed to get 
closer to our user. We were focused on 
understanding the needs that women 
have with their clothing. Questions like 
what do they wear and why populated 
our conversations.

In addition we needed to assess whether 
the user group considers sustainability, 
and to what extent. This assessment was 
rooted in understanding if they fell into 
the category of LOHAS (lifestyles of health 
and sustainability) - naturalists, drifters, or 
unconcerned. We took particular interest in 
how to frame questions so that we would 
not bias respondents to answer what they 
thought we wanted to hear. 

To gather user research we developed a 
research plan to strategically ask questions  
that could cover the range of information 
needed to move forward. 

USER 
RESEARCH
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The research was scoped to understand both 
user and consumer behaviors. Based on 
industry research we identified that there is a 
market trend towards Eco-fashion and green 
practices with clothing. However, we were still 
uncertain as to whether this is the mainstream 
mentality or a recent shift. 

It was important for us to find out what brands 
that users are buying and how they purchase 
their clothing.

In terms of user behavior, we looked into the experience that we have with clothing. Disconnecting 
from the purchasing action, looking into patterns of using clothes, sharing it, and  how we embed 
emotional value on different items and why. 

We understand that to deliver user behavior change, we need to address how women relate and 
understand their clothes and style in conjunction with how they make purchasing decisions. 
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Users decide to purchases 
for special occasions.

Assumptions
To develop the research questions our team 
discussed  and established three final assumptions 
about users’ relationship with their clothes. We 
wanted to address what we believed about this 
relationship so that we could verify or refute these 
assumptions through the user-research. 

Our three final assumptions informed the research 
questions. The question list was purposely 
kept short and focused to facilitate the delivery 
through person-to-person research activities. 

Emotional connection 
to clothing.

Increasing purchase 
through e-commerce.
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Research questions

Pick a favorite item in your 
closet...What is it?

01
Where did you get it?

02

Why did you get it?
03

Why is it special?
04
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THE
HAPPENING

In order to gather user research, our 
team designed and carried out an activity 
refereed to as “the happening”. The 
main goal was to gather responses for our 
questionnaire and uncover details from 
conversation and observation with users in a 
public environment. 

We set up an event that would allow us 
to gather information directly from our 
target users. The happening follows an 
unstructured research framework. The goal 
was not to target only our user group, but 
to get out in the field and talk to as many 
people as possible.  
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Cookie for your thoughts?
We created an activity that involved a visual documentation of an 
initial prompt to the user, followed up by a short questionnaire. As 
an incentive for users to participate we baked cookies, thus the 
name of our happening: “Cookie for your thoughts?”.

The team chose to engage with potential research subjects by 
sampling pedestrians around the city of Savannah, GA. We created 
branded “Cookies for your thoughts?” T-shirts and cookie bags. We 
decided to approach this by being located in two strategic spots 
with a lot of foot traffic. 

The two locations chosen were: the SCAD Museum of Art and 
Madison Square. We carried out the activity on Saturday, the 20th of 
February, on SCAD day - a date where numerous possible students 
and their families come into the city to visit SCAD. This gave us the 
opportunity to talk to a large number of people. 

Participants were asked to write a thought about the outfit they had 
chosen that day on a white-board the team provided and have their 
portrait taken with that thought. Then we asked them questions and 
filled out a short survey about how they choose their clothing. 
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Findings and
observations

Based on the results of the research event, the team discovered 
that many of its initial assumptions were not correct. While we had 
assumed that an increasing number of people were purchasing their 
clothes online, the majority of respondents mentioned they still 
prefer to buy their clothing in a traditional brick-and-mortar stores. 

We also discovered that many people get the same item over and 
over again due to comfort or tradition. Finally, emotional connection 
with clothing ranged from items being passed-down, to valuable 
materials, or users’ first-expensive buys. 
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online surveys collected29

Questionnaire
results 

The questionnaire provided more specific 
information into the overall conversation with our 
users about their clothing.

We collected 71 responses from both women and 
men. The survey was presented for the first time 
during the happening, and later-on shared online 
with users that fit our target group.  

When carrying out the survey in-person we noticed 
that question 3 could have been refined to get more 
information. The ‘other’ category, most in majority 
chosen when users were describing that they get 
items repeatedly over time/seasons.

in-person respondents42
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Pick a favorite item in your closet...
What is it?

01
Where did you get it?

02

Why did you get it?

03 04

store

other

gift

thrift/vintage

online

7.7%

15.4%

12.3%

49.2%

12.3%

0 30

Other

No special reason

I don’t know

Special occasion 17.5%

3.2%
33.3%

47.6%

“My flannels”
“Leather jacket”
“My grandfather’s watch”
“Floral dresses”
“Vintage 1920’s purse”

“ It fits well and its   
 comfortable.” 

“ It’s easy to style”

“ I wore it to my best
 friends wedding.”

Why is it special?
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After collecting all of the data the team 
met to synthesize the results. Using design 
thinking tools such as affinity mapping, 
we were able to arrive at observations and 
insights about user behavior. 

The goal of analysis was to uncover top 
insights that could inform the design phase 
of the project. We looked for insights 
about user and consumer behavior. 

RESEARCH
ANALYSIS
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To affinitize we collected all data points on 
individual post-its. We clearly labeled the 
respondent number in case we needed to 
map relationships between different answers 
between users. 

We placed them all together on the same 
board and started finding clusters of similar 
answers and user motivations and behaviors. 

After an initial round of affinitizing we identified key observations. We learned which items were 
most popular and the different reasons behind why people decide what to wear. 

At this point we decided to deepen the analysis of factors considered when picking an outfit even 
more. We created new clusters that looked into repeated categories and what clothing items match 
up with those answers. Then we extracted three-key insights. 
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People prefer clothes that have a good 
fit and are comfortable.

People wear clothes they believe are 
easy to style. 

When picking what to wear people 
consider what makes them feel and 
look good. 

Insights
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Comfort Style Feel-good
INSIGHT 1 INSIGHT 2 INSIGHT 3

The majority of participants noted that 
comfort was the primary motivating 
factor when asked to choose a favorite 
article of clothing. Users valued clothing 
specifically for the way they physically 
feel while wearing it. 

Ease of style was a common response 
among participants when asked about 
their favorite article of clothing. Users 
noted that they are likely to wear things 
that pair well with a large number of 
clothing items and different social events.

Feeling confident, cute, or pretty was a 
high priority to our users when choosing 
clothing. The effect of wearing a particular 
article of clothing that makes them feel like 
they look good is a motivating factor.
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THE  
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CLIENT
In order to deliver behavior change for 
the fashion industry we chose to focus 
on the brand Stitch Fix. Rather than 
select an apparel brand we focused on 
this innovative business model as an 
opportunity for value creation. 

Stitch fix is a delivery service of style. As we 
move deeper into the service-economy this 
approach will be increasingly relevant. This 
analysis allows us to understand how this 
type of brand can deliver change towards 
sustainability through their user-centered 
experience and approach.
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Business
model

Stitch Fix is pioneering among an increasing number 
of online businesses, offering a service to deliver 
personal styling based on client specific taste, 
budget and lifestyle. They offer the service to their 
consumers using a subscription based model, with 
the goal of making styling and shopping effortless.  

Stitch Fix was founded in 2011 by Katrina Lake. 
She observed an opportunity to mix the brick-and-
mortar experience with the use of data driven digital 
platforms. The service is rooted on the idea of 
creating a new retail concept that makes it easy for 
easy women to find flattering clothing and styles.

Today, the business is based in San Francisco, and 
holds 1,500 employees. Stitch Fix charges a styling 
fee, as well as per item fees. The average price point 
is $55, ranging from clothing to accessories. 

Stitch Fix’s personal stylists hand-select clothing 
and accessories that fit in with the profile of each 
customer. Currently, they source their items from 
over 200 brands, 6 of which are exclusive.
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Stitch Fix can be accessed through digital touch-points such as their website and 
iphone app. To start the experience users need to create a profile and customize 
it by answering a questionnaire. The questionnaire asks the user about their sizes, 
measurements and sense of style. A stylist will then choose clothing to package 
and mail to the user. Users receive these clothing packages, called “Fixes”and 
can select what to keep and purchase. 

With the use of user-feedback Stitch Fix is able to create more customized 
experiences at each delivery. Online, they also offer style advice, stories from 
current users and tips.

The Service
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Users receive their “Fix” in a branded box. 
Boxes come with a selection of clothing items 
that follow a similar style. The idea is that the 
user can pair these items together to create one 
look, or use them separately evoking the same 
style. Users receive a discount if they decide to 
keep the entire “Fix” (all the items shipped).

The Box
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stitch fix
user journey

From the discovery of the brand to receiving a “Fix”, Stitch Fix curates its 
user’s journey to meet their specific needs. As a team we went through the 
Stitch Fix online experience, to understand key steps involved in the service. 
We also analyzed what they areas of opportunities are, in terms of improving 
the user experience to deliver better styles and joyful interactions. 

We identified opportunities during the sign-up process and when users get 
the box. We developed a design that tackles both of these service touch-
points, delivering user-change through an improved service quality. 

discover
Potential users may discover 
Stitch Fix through social media, 
advertising, or word of mouth. 
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check-outget the boxwaitsign-up
New users sign up at the Stitch Fix 
website or app and build a profile.

Opportunity: Improve the 
experience of how users input 
their style preferences. 

Once the “Fix” has been ordered, 
the user typically waits two weeks 
for it to arrive. 

The “Fix” arrives in the mail and 
the user can try out the clothes. 
This is the first physical interaction 
between the user and the service.

Opportunity: Extend the 
experience of Stitch Fix through 
the already-shipped box. 

Once the user has chosen what 
clothes they like, they send the 
rest back and pay for what they 
decide to keep.
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ALEX

PERSONAS

Alex is advancing quickly in her field for a 25 year old 
woman. She works in finance and recently received a 
promotion that came with a sizable raise. In her free-
time Alex hangs out with her college buddies. 

Alex is the younger sister in her family. She grew up 
with pass-downs and as a result has had a hard time 
figuring out what her style is about. Now, after her 
promotion she needs to look her best for her new 
position and isn’t familiar with very many brands in 
her new price point. She is looking build a sense of 
style with new brands that fit with her values.

http://www.miresball.com/
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CAROL

Carol is a 39 year old mother-of-two. She is a 
marketing VP who spends a significant portion of 
her time at work. Carol loves to spend time with 
her children, specially if it can be outside. She has 
recently discovered a local tea-spot with a great 
backyard to take the kids and relax.

Carol needs to look fashionable but loathes trips to 
the crowded mall. Not to mention her lack of time. 
She is open to new forms of choosing clothes that 
save her time and energy.

http://www.miresball.com/ http://content.wisestep.com/how-to-overcome-a-lack-of-job-experience-in-interview-tips/
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TIME FOR CHANGE
Our research into Stitch Fix led us to believe that it is time for a change in 
how business is done. Our team focused on leveraging the Stitch Fix business 
model in order to promote sustainable behavior on the part of the user. 
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CONNECT

GRI
     Executive Team
     Personal Stylist
     Founder/CEO

COLLABORATE

     Public figures (fashion)
     Media

     Fashion designers
     Partnering stores/ retailers

     Exclusive designers
     Customers

DEFEND

     BBB (better business bureau)
     Baseline Ventures

     Benchmark
     Lightspeed Venture Partners

     WTI

MONITOR

Not for sale
      Greenpeace Detox
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The stakeholder engagement map is a tool 
that analysis how to approach the different 
stakeholders involved with the business. It 
looks into issue intensity and potential for 
cooperation with different entities, individuals 
and organizations. By pairing the stakeholders 
map with a strategic goal we can develop the 
framework to implement sustainable behavior 
change through Stitch Fix. 

CONNECT
Continue developing a strong 
corporate culture and integrate an 
internal Eco-group.

COLLABORATE
This fairly new brand has an opportunity to 
leverage on their media presence, and create 
strategic partnership with the retailers they work 
with to target more markets. 

MONITOR
Indirect stakeholders to Stitch Fix. They will 
need to be cautious of the relationship these 
organizations have with their retailers.

DEFEND
As a flourishing business.

RULE MAKERS +WATCHDOGS
• Global Reporting Initiative 
• Not for sale
• Greenpeace Detox
  organization that advocate on behalf of 
  communities that are affected by the  
  fashion industry 
• BBB

IDEA GENERATORS + OPINION LEADERS
• Fashion designers
• Public figures (models) / Media 

BUSINESS PARTNERS + COMPETITORS
• Chief Technology Officer
   (JEFF BARRETT) 
• Chief Operating Officer
   (JULIE BORNSTEIN) 
• Chief Merchandising Officer
   (LISA BOUGIE) 
• Stitch Fix personal stylists 
• Partnering stores and retailers
• Exclusive designers

CONSUMERS +COMMUNITY
• Founder & CEO
   (Katrina Lake)
• Customers 
 
INVESTORS +RISK ASSESSORS
• Benchmark 
• Baseline Ventures
• Lightspeed Venture Partners
• Western Technology Investment 

stakeholder 
engagement-map
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AUDIO 
analysis

Challenge

Climate Change

Energy

Water

Biodiversity

Chemicals / Toxics

Air Pollution

Waste Management

Ozone Layer

Oceans

Deforestation

Distribution of packages, 
potentially small office. 

Lack of transparency. No  
information available. 

No transparency of HQ 
practices or suppliers.

No transparency of HQ practices 
or suppliers. Use of Toxic/
synthetic fibers.

Emissions from transportation 
and possible inefficiencies in 
shipping practices.

No strategies implemented for 
EOL of clothes.

Transportation heavy service. 
Water contamination through 
toxic fabrics and dies.

Transportation of clothing that 
comes from suppliers abroad. 
Water contamination through 
toxic fabrics and dies.

Box and clothing could impact.

ASPECTS

In order to better understand how 
Stitch Fix influences its environment, the 
team performed an “AUDIO” analysis of 
the company. This tool allowed the team 
to understand how Stitch Fix is affected 
by upstream influences, the effects of its 
downstream waste, and what issues or 
opportunities exist because of how 
it operates. 

Our team identified specific areas in the 
AUDIO that could signify opportunities 
(highlighted in green). We addressed this in 
our re-design for Stitch Fix. 

Reliance on transportation for 
distribution. 
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Lack of transparency from the 
suppliers. 

Production of clothing items, 
and transportation to Stitch fix 
warehouse. 

Manufacturing of clothing items.

Manufacturing of clothing items 
and transportation.

Undisclosed manufacturing and 
distribution practices.

No manufacturing or supply 
information. Their locations or 
manufacturers are not disclosed.

Undisclosed manufacturing and 
distribution practices.

Apparent resources are not 
sourced from the ocean. 
Manufacturers might have poor 
waste management.

No transparency of suppliers and 
designers they work with.

UPSTREAM

Washing and disposing the 
products. Online sales shipping. 

No strategy implemented or 
disclosed to the public. 

Disposal to landfills.

Disposal and contamination 
because of dyes and materials.

Distribution for e-commerce. 
Sourcing of materials. 

Customers don’t have guidance 
as to what  to do with boxes is 
they keep all five items.

Transportation to return items.

No consumer education for 
washing and disposal of products.

No education for customer use of 
clothes and boxes.

No transparency, or sustainable 
practices disclosed.

Poor style customization leads 
to energy inefficiency.

Lack of consideration for water 
impact from apparel items and 
e-commerce practices.

Lack of transparency and overall 
performance of the apparel 
industry.

Lack of transparency and 
commentary about eco-fashion. 

Lack of transparency. 

Dependent on number of 
times a piece is re-sent, how to 
dispose or treat old items and
manufacturing practices.

International suppliers lead to 
reliance on sea transportation. 

Material heavy service (box and 
extra items).

DOWNSTREAM ISSUES

Educate their customer how to 
take care of items and EOL.

Improve profile customization, 
and transparency of 
warehousing efficiency. 

Educate users, provide durable 
clothing that requires less 
washing. Audit suppliers.

Implement open channels of  
communication with 
customers and suppliers.

Partner with sustainable brands 
and manufacturers.

Use sustainable transportation 
methods like electric cars.

Use sustainable transportation 
methods like electric cars.

Get local suppliers to reduce 
distance of transportation.

Increase packaging efficiency. 

OPPORTUNITIES

Possibility to recycle and 
repurpose the delivery box.  

No information available to the 
public about their sourcing and 
delivery practices.

No transparency of brands and 
designers. 

These is no EOL strategy. Impact 
missions from transportation.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGES AND BIG TRENDS 

OPPORTUNITIES

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

PRIORITIZE

ACT

THREATS
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The sSWOT (sustainability Strengths, 
Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) is an 
analysis tool designed to help drive action rooted 
on environmental challenges and market trends. 

The analysis is shaped by connecting how 
internal strengths and weaknesses, and external 
opportunities and threats can be addressed with 
specific challenges and trends in mind. 

It gives a framework to prioritize and decide which 
action should be immediately implemented. The 
sSWOT helps individuals engage and motivate 
colleagues—particularly those with limited 
knowledge of environmental issues or corporate 
sustainability. 

STRENGTHS

• Exclusive designers
• Fixed rate for service 
• Social media presence 
• Proportional growth to keep quality standards 
• Disrupting the industry

WEAKNESSES
• Profile customization is ineffective for first 

time users 
• Lack of transparency for brands 
• Lack of presence in public eye 
• Lack of physical distribution
• No person-to-person contact

OPPORTUNITIES
• Be pioneers in this new market distribution
• Create more efficient business models through 

integrate Big Data
• Strengthen branding perception 
• Decrease their waste in energy and resources 

through Big Data
• Educate customers on how to style 
• Offer Eco-fashion apparel

THREATS
• Regulations costs and control due to pollution 
• Regulations of apparel industry 
• Working with brands that won’t allow for 

flexibility/variation

ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGES AND BIG 
TRENDS 
• Pollution from shipping
• New retail channels, away from malls and 

physical stores 
• Customization of profile as a trend 
• Data driven business growth

• Perception and performance as brand drivers 
• Mainstream consciousness and demand for 

sustainable practices 
• Data-analysis and recommendations for users
• Building relationships with customers

PRIORITIZE
• How can we create a stronger presence in the
  public eye by educating users into more 
  sustainable styles and behaviors with 
  clothing?  
• How can we improve transparency by 

implementing audit to suppliers . 
• How can we improve the artifacts in the 

service to give users a stronger sense 
of relationship. 

ACT
• Partner with sustainable brands 
• Self-audit operations
• Refine the experience, and company values
  with those of its users

sSWOT analysis
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QUALITY

Competitive
landscape

Following up on our initial industry research we 
looked into the market in which Stitch Fix exists. 
Despite our initial focus into apparel brands, 
by picking a style-service we observed that our 
competitive landscape is very different and 
detached from Reformation and 
Stella McCartney.

Stitch Fix competes with other e-commerce 
platforms that deliver a wide selection of brands 
through online curation and display. 

We analyzed how Stitch Fix is positioned relative 
to these competitors by looking into the price 
and quality of the service offering. The quality 
of the service was addressed by looking into 
the products involved (brands), the customer 
accessibility and the quality of the interactions 
with the service.

PRICE / ITEAM

• •

•

•
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An important competitor to point out is ASOS with their green-room. This is a selection 
of green brands offered to users. ASOS is an indirect competitor to Stitch Fix, and can be 
observed as inspiration for design. 
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DESIGN
Based on our analysis of our primary and 
secondary research, we were confident 
that there were opportunities to promote 
sustainable behavior change. By improving 
the user experience, Stitch Fix can better 
understand the principles and values of its 
users and curate the apparel it sends out in 
its “Fixes”. The Fixes can also be used as a 
tool to introduce users towards sustainable 
brands and encourage sustainable washing 
practices. Stitch Fix can also connect 
users’ with organizations that could benefit 
from clothing donations. Using this new 
approach to their business model, Stitch 
Fix can become an agent for sustainable 
change in the fashion industry.
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Be comfortable in your clothes,
be comfortable with your choices.
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in&with
The idea of being comfortable in both clothing and in choices stemmed from 
the insights gained during our user research. Users prioritized comfort over 
every other characteristic of their clothing.

Our team wanted to extend this idea of comfort beyond the physical 
characteristics of the clothing and into the ethical dimensions of the clothing’s 
origins and its impact on the environment.

In&with is a campaign designed for Stitch Fix to transition into an integrated 
business. Driving user-change through Eco-fashion and increased engagement 
with the community. 
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Changing
USER
BEHAVIOR

In&with is rooted on the observed industry 
trend towards Eco-fashion and users need for 
comfort and style. The campaign uses these 
insights as leverage, to create a behavior change 
regarding how users discard old clothes. In&with 
is manifested in an experience that drives users 
to engage with local and global issues. 
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Implementation plan
We have broken down the In&with campaign 
into three components that target separate 
groups of users. This breakdown also allows 
for Stitch Fix to transition smoothly into a 
sustainable driven business model. 

The first component is a pilot project This 
component targets early adopters by 
connecting them to an assortment of sustainable 
brands. The pilot project allows for Stitch Fix’s to 
begin the transition. 

The other two components deal with strategic a 
re-design of key interactions of the website, and 
a leverage of the packaging. 
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The pilot project is a short-term test 
for Stitch Fix to start moving towards a 
sustainable business model. 

It will include a featured addition to the 
existing Stitch Fix questionnaire, which 
we have illustrated through low-fidelity 
prototypes. New users will simply be asked if 
sustainability is important to them when they 
make purchasing decisions. If they answer 
that it is, their stylist will include brands 
that have been certified as sustainable in 
various metrics by third party certification 
organizations such as Solidaridad and the 
Fair Wear Foundation.

This will provide Stitch Fix the opportunity 
to gather insight on how invested their users 
are towards sustainability, and where they 
should focus their attention. In addition it 
will help the business to develop strategic 
relationships with Eco-friendly brands and 
important organizations. 

PILOT
PROJECT
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initiating change
By introducing early adopters to sustainable brands and 
certifications, this pilot program can begin to initiate behavior 
change in Stitch Fix’s user base. Stitch Fix will be contributing to a 
shift into Eco-fashion. 

By partnering with third party certification organizations, Stitch Fix 
can ensure the integrity of their efforts. Organizations such as the 
Fair Wear Foundation, Solidaridad, and the Ethical Trading Initiative 
focus on ethical labor practices in the apparel industry and can 
certify that Stitch Fix is choosing their products responsibly. 
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The second component of the In&with 
campaign is a fix-up of key interactions 
within Stitch Fix’s user-experience. 

Informed by insights gathered from the 
Pilot Project, we developed what could be 
the new approach towards building a user 
profile on the website. 

Focused on comfort, style and 
consciousness, this experience keeps user-
needs and sustainability at its core. 

The new design focuses less on questions 
about specific sizes or colors, and instead 
concentrates on understanding users’ core 
values and principles. The questionnaire is 
presented in a shortened form, with three 
initial questions that can be expanded. 

WEBSITE
FIX
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As part of the website fix we have also expanded on how Stitch Fix can deliver information 
and education to embed behavior changes in their consumers. In their profiles, users can 
learn about the type of impact they are creating through their style decisions. Stitch Fix will 
also provide tips and suggestions on how to improve and lower this impact. 
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BOX
REDONE

In&with leverages the presence that it box has as a touch-point in the service, by 
extending its functionality. The Box Redone creates user change by providing Stitch 
Fix’s consumer with the opportunity to connect with local and global issued through old 

A “Fix” is sent to the user. The user receives their new 
sustainable clothing options.

Included with the clothing is 
a separate box with prepaid 
postage to an organization in 
need of clothing donations.

01 0302
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A small info-card informs the 
user of what clothing articles 
in particular are needed at 
that time. Organizations and 
causes would be selected by 
Stitch Fix seasonally. 

The user finds any old or 
unused clothing they may 
have and packages it in the 
provided box.

When the user sends back 
the “Fix” to Stitch Fix, it can 
send the donated clothes 
along with it.

These clothes then reach the 
people who need them most.

060504 07
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Planning
for the
FUTURE

Having built a better relationship with their 
user base, Stitch Fix will have positioned 
themselves to grow as a role model of 
sustainable practices.

They can begin the transition from a company 
that provides sustainable options to a 
company that embodies sustainable values. 
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Moving to deep green
Stitch Fix is poised to move themselves from a 
“light green” company (as outlined in 2013’s 
Big Green Opportunity Report) to a “deep 
green” company. The pilot program will 
introduce them into the “light green” category 
(as a company that markets some of its options 
as “green”) and the “Box Redone” concept 
can help move them into “middle green”. 
Moving forward into the future, Stitch Fix can 
transition to marketing themselves primarily as a 
sustainability minded company and move to the 
“deep green” category (companies that have a 
primary focus on sustainability). 
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STITCH FIX

www.stitchfix.com 

www.recode.net/2014/06/09/happy-stitch-fix-
investors-pump-another-round-into-personal-
shopping-startup 

www.moneysavingmom.com/2014/09/completely-
honest-experience-stitch-fix.html 

www.pinnedbysophia.com/2015/08/05/stitch-fix-1-
and-a-message-about-our-consumer-nation/ 
www.crunchbase.com/organization/stitch-fix/
timeline#/timeline/index 

www.instagram.com/stitchfix/ 

www.twitter.com/stitchfix/ 

www.facebook.com/stitchfix 

www.pinterest.com/stitchfix/

REFORMATION

www.thereformation.com/clothes

www.nypost.com/2014/10/14/meet-reformation-
the-cult-fashion-brand-for-cool-girls/ 

www.facebook.com/jointhereformation

http://www.racked.com/2014/6/17/75922
43/the-reformation-office-style

STELLA MCCARTNEY
www.stellamccartney.com/experience/en/
category/news/#

www.thefashionglobe.com/stella-mccartney-
sustainable

www.cnn.com/2015/03/26/world/stella-mccartney-
sustainable-fashion

www.elle.com/fashion/g8913/best-eco-friendly-
fashion-brands

www.businessoffashion.com/articles/people/
stella-mccartney-change-agent

INDUSTRY AND COMPETITIVE RESEARCH

www.anthropologie.com

www.hm.com

www.michaelkors.com 

www.jcrew.com 

www.zara.com 

www.urbanoutfitters.com 

www.gilt.com

Us.asos.com

www.nordstrom.com

ORGANIZATIONS

www.fairwear.org 

www.ethicaltrade.org

www.solidaridadnetwork.org/regions/central-
america 

www.made-by.org/faq 

www.redcross.org
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